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CHAPTER I
INTRODUO'l' ION

A story called "The Romance of Synthetic Plastics"
is now being written. Since the depression becan
in 1929, a new material has been born to a modern
world - a material outstandin,s in beauty. It has
emerged from the chemist 1 s test tube in a flashing
display of color, beauty of pattern, and brilliance.
It opens for a craftsman an opportunity to decorate
nis ho1:1e in a manner impossible even to 11 Solomon in
all his glory. 11 1

What is plastics?

"Plastics is a general term and lit-

erally means a.11y material that may be shaped by melding.

Such

materials as pitch, tar, ar.1ber, shellac, rubber, cL:i.y, and
asphalt are natural plastics. 11 2
Plastics as we know it today has taken on quite a lot
of cha.:'1.zes from this rather simple def'ini tion.

Modern tech-

nology has successfully conbined various elements to better
meet the needs and desires of man.

Thus, we would define

the tenn as:
"Plastics, 11 as used today, generally ref'ers
to organic chemical materials that are not found
in nature but are of synthetic (man~made) oriein.
•rwo characteristics are common to all pla::itics:
at one stace in production they can be shaped or

--------lDale E. Hansperger, Carson W. Pepper, Plastics..,
Problems and Processes, (Scranton, Pa.: International
'l'extbook Oompany,--i9.39), p. 1.
2Lo1Lt1· s V. l'_.r,ewlr1· r 1_.,., Cole an Hew1· tt Lavada zu·· tter
'"
""
m
•
'
'
Adventure_~ With ~la.~_-~_i.c_~, (Chicago: D. c. Heath and
Company, 1947), P• VIII.
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cast, and they can be set in a more or less ri£id
condition • .?
Since 1'!orld
tremendously.

~·!ar

II, the plastics industry has r;ro\'m

Some well-grounded industries, particularly

the cloth industry, have suffered a frightening drop in
business because of the long strides of the plastics
industry.4
The market is becoming more and more saturated
with objects, gadgets and materials made of plastics.
There are now more than 5,000 U. S. firms in
the plastics business - emr>loying more than
200,000 people. Last year 1 s production was 30
per cent greater than production in 1952, twice
that of 1949, and five times that of 19431
And the industry is still srowing.
Here are some of the uses for synthetics
that are just getting under way or are planned:

FOR PAPZR USERS - DuPont recently an..~ounced
a ::::iethod for ma.king paper out of synthetic
fibres.
FOR SPORTSEE!I! - skis, fishing rods, tennis
re.ckots, and bowling balls made of plastics.
FOR HUSIC LOVERS -

11

LP 11 records made of un-

breakable vinylite.

FOR TELEVISION - plastics to insulate cables
which make coast to coast TV possible. TV manufacturers can now ti.irn out a 35-poi..md console
cabinet molded entirely of plastics.

3Herbert R. Simonds, E. H. Bigelow, The New Plastics,
1945), p. l.

(New York: D. Van Hostrand Oor:ipany, Inc.,

4A11t'.1or not given, 11 Coming: A Plastic Tommorrow,
ScI:i_o_!_as~i.c_, (Har. 16, 1955), P• 20.

11

-3FOR COEE::TP.UCTI::n:- EIT'Il:EERS - plastic floor surfacint;s, office partitions, store fronts, skylights, and pipes.
FOR HQ1.•E BLJII,DEH.S - plastic window f'rames,
shower doors, wall tile, closet panels, curtains
and uphol ster;t'. The modern ef'ficiency kitchen
would be neither illodern nor efficient without
plat:>tics. Says D. S. ::cKenzie of General
Electric: "'l'here are only two parts of a house
that can't be made of' plastics - the furnace and
the wiring. 11
FOR THE ARi'.ED FORCES - Navy ships made of
reinforced plastics (not just small boats, but
57-foot mineswgepers, too); Air Poree planes
usin.:.; plastic.,.,

In light of the foreg;oing evidence, the writer feels
that more serious consideration should be given to the idea
of' usini::; this material as a means for teaching some of' the
basic skills and knowledge of the Industrial Arts field.
Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to present
additional information concernini::; the feasibility of such
an endeavor.

5Author not given, 11 Comin8: A Plastic Tommorrow,
Scholastic_, (Ear. 16, 1955), p. 20.

11

CHAPTER II

ORIGIN AND DEVELOPI.'.E?JT OF PLA:::TICS
The use of plastic materials has been carried
on since the birth of civilization, mud having
been used as a crack filling medium for draughty
caves and as the raw material for crude pottery.
Jars of spices discovered by Lord Carnarvon and
Howa2·d Carter in the toub of Tulankhamen at
Thebes were sealed by means of melted pitch,
so that the ancient Egyptians ca.Yl claim to have
founded two major industries - food preserving
and plastics.6
Noah is .said to have caulked his ark with pitch and
Hoses 1 s mother used a similar material for daubing the little
boat of bulrushes, 7 both of which were plastic materials.
The previously mentioned materials were all natural plastics,
in that they were formed by nature.
role in their development.

Ha..Y! played no direct

They existed before he arrived.

Nature has been very prolific in depositing
stores of raw materials, which have afterwards
been worked by man for his 01m use. In time,
however, these stores tend to become depleted
and a substitute r11ust be found. 8

6H. Ronald Fleck, Pl_~'!:-icJ!, §_c_~e_n_i::_~ic and Techr!_.03:..oe.;,i(}_a_'.!_,
(Brooklyn: Oheaical PubliST1ing Cor:ipany, Inc., !'92i?r;-p: i.
Plastics,
7Dale E. ?-Iansperger, Carson W. Peuper,
...
.
Problems and Processes, (Scranton, ?a.: International

----- ---

Te-xtl:>ook

oompa.TlY,-1-9-:~9),

p. .3.

8H. Ronald Fleck, Plas1::_i_c_;i_, Sc~ent_i_~~C.. an-:'!_ f'_~c}1!!,_oJ_()_2;_.ica'!_,
(Brooklyn: Chemical Publishing Company, Inc., 192i5), P• 2.

-5Until approximately the 19th century, man had to rely
upon findinr; a substitute material in its natural state beea.use he did not have the scientific knowledge for combininr;
the raw elements into a useful material.
However, as is so of'ten true, out of' adversity
maturation develops.

1ill.d so it was in the case of plastics.

then man had deyileted

1

had to get somethin['.;

•

.i.1l.S

store of natural !Jlastics, he

to replace this very useful material.

Since that time, the cher:iist, the physicist a.Yld the cnzineer
have combined their efforts to produce a synthetic eaterial
that far out.ree.ches the oricinal material in strength, workability a.Yld beauty.9
Thus we have the advent of the
plastics.

s~'Ylthetic,

or :nan-made

No one in particular is given credit. for the dis-

covery of plastics as we lmow and understand it today.

It

developed out of the combined efforts of rnan and tirne.
The first discovery in the field of plastics of major
sir;nificance Has Schonbein 1 s discovery of nitrocellulose in
Basle, Switzerland, in 181}6.
his discovery, but he had sent

He made no cornmercial use o'f:
sav~ples

and notes to friends

9n. Ronald Fleck, Plaoitics, Scientific and Technolo2cal,
(Brooklyn: Chemical i\1blis11in[;Um;1pa.ny, Inc., 192}5), p. 2.

which were published to form the i'oundation for later
work. lo
As

tL~e

passed, others contributed their work to

the developr.'.lent of plastics.

Some of the main contributors

But

included Braconnot, Poccendorff, Faraday and Parkes.
n1ore important tha..YJ. any of the aforementioned was Jol:m

Hesley Hyatt, an American, who is r.;iven credit for producing
the first commercial plastic in 1868.11
Hyatt is also r:;iven credit for developinr; a cellulose
nitrate mixture as a replacement for the ivory used in manufacturing billiard balls.12
Adolph Spi teller, a German is given credit for the
world's second plastic, casein, which he discovered in le90.
'rhis plastic was not introcluced into the United States
commercially, however, until 1919.13

lOHerbert R. Simonds, Carleton Ellis, !1. H. Bigelow,
Handbook of Plastics, (New York: D. Van Nostrand Conmany,

f:.· 5.--

InC::- 1943°),

•

llHerbert R. Simonds, Carleton Ellis, r'.. H. Bicelow,
Handbook of Plastics, (Xew York: D. Van Nostra..nd Comnany,
In;.-;--f§45), P• 5~-12Louis V. Newkirk, Colel!lan Hewitt, Lavada Zutter,
Adventures With Plastics, (Ghicar,·o: D. c. Eeath and Oom9any,

rr-: ·-- ·---

f947),- ·:p.- -vf

4
--

CJ

13Herbert R. Simonds, Carleton Ellis, r~. H. Bicelow,
Handbook of' Plastics, (New York: D. Van Eostrand Comnany,

rn;:-:-194JY, p.:r.--

·

-7Dr. Leo Ba.kelancl, who is credited with givini:; the
plastics industry the foundation upon which to build,14
discovered the first thermosettin.:;: plastic, Bakelite resimoid,
in 1909.15
This was a phenol-formaldehyde plastic which,
because of its peculiar qualities, stiraulated the
imar;ination of manufacturers and thus did more
than anything else to brine about the ~ubsequent
growth and extension of the industry.lo
In the opinion of the writer, individual recognition
for discoveries in the field of plastics today, or in any
other comparable field for that matter, is rather limited.
Research is very expensive and because of the competition
for new and better products, it is almost impossible for
one individual to match the accorr:plisbments of a large corporation in the field of research.
In the case of plastics, bir; business entered the
picture shortly after Bakeland 1 s discovery of the first thermosettinr; plastic.

For this reason, we find that Bakeland was

14aarry Barron, Hodern Plastics, (London: Chapman
and Hall Ltd., 1949), P• 15.
15aerbert R. Simonds, Carleton Ellis, H. H. Bir;elow,
Handbook of Plastics, (New York: D. Van Nostrand Company,
Inc., 1943), P• 5·
16Herbert R. Simonds, Carleton Ellis, H. H. Bigelow,
Handbook of Plastics, (Now York: D. Van Nostrand Company,
Inc., f943)·, P• 5·

the last of the individual discoverers of any major consequence.
During the first decade of the century, many
patents were secured and much research work was
done. It was not, however, until the third decade
that commercial development of any significance
began. Since 1929 the plastics industry has experienced a r;rowth as remarkable, perhaps, as
that of any other industry during these years.
The world production of certain plastic materials
increased more than 1000 per cent within a fouryear period. l-:odern plastics are now brought to
the attention of and influence the lives of most
of our country's population.17
Out of all this research and development, modern
plastics has resulted.

They consist of two main groups;

namely, thermosetting plastics and thermoplastics.
Thermosetting is a tern applied to resins
(plastics) which solidify or set on heating and
cannot be remelted. The thermosetting property
usttally is associated with a cross-linking re-action which forms a three-dimensional network
of polymer molecules. Typical of the thermosetting materials are the phenolics and the ureas.
In general, thermoset materials cannot be reshaped
once they have been fully cured.
Thermoplastic is a term applied to resins
(plastics) that may be softened by heat and
which upon cooling regain their original pro-

17nale E. 1.:ansperger, Carson w. Pepper, Plastics,
Problems and Processes, (Scranton, Pa.: International
I'extbook Company, 19.39), p. 4.
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perties, even if the process is repeated. Typical
of this ~roup are pol~,rstyrenes, acrylics, and
vinyls.lo
As has been stated previously, plastic material is
as old as the earth itself, but the plastics industry is
comparatively young.

However, it is r;rowine more rapidly

than most other .Alnerican industries and is expanding at an
astonishing rate.

Today, judged by total sales, it com-

prises one of the few billion dollar industries and its
growth has been so rapid in recent years that public acceptance has outstripped public k:nowledge.19

18Herbert R. Simonds, A Concise Guide To Plastics,
(New York: Reinhold Publishin~ Oo-;1;0-rati-;;n-;··1957);·~;;-4;
19Herbert R. Simonds, A Concise Guide To Plastics,
(New York: Reinhold Publishing Corpo-ration-;-195i),--p~-
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CHAPTER III

THE ADAPTABILI'I'Y OF PLAS'l'ICS FOR T!IE sc:rooL SHOP

From the standpoint of the adaptability of plastics
for the school shop, there arc several considerations that
must be taken into account; namely, (1) what are the shapes
and sizes of the material, ( 2) what is the cost, and (3)
how can it best be used?
One only needs to look throu13h reference books and
sales literature to discover that there are countless shapes
and sizes of plastic materials.

However, for the purpose of

this paper, only those shapes and sizes that would be conside reel ap.._Jli.:::able and adaptable to a school shop situation
will be mentioned.
The writer would also like to make it understood that
the prices for plastic materials listed in this paper are not
final.

They are merely ap9roximations, as these prices are

subject to chan[;C at any time.

However,

The trend has been do1-mward in most cases; in
fact, the per pound averace of all plastics prices
has drop}1ed from about 75§'!. in 1927 to about 35fi today, despite the introduction of several very hio;h
l)riced materials such as fluorocarbons at ;~8.00. '20

20Herbert R. Simonds, A Concise Guide To Plastics,
(New York: Reinhold Publishing Oorp;ratf0-;;-1957-y;-p-.-·T23.
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The com..'1lon shapes of plastics for the school shop are
sheets, rods, tubes, liquids, webbings and lacings.

I-iost, if

not all of these materials may be obtained in a variety of
colors.

Furthermore, dyeint; may be performed in the shop if

desired or necessary.
In order to avoid um1ecessary duplication of information, the shapes, sizes end cost of plastics will be
treated collectively.
Sheets of plastic are generally sold by the full sheet.
However, smaller amounts may be purchased at additional cost.
The thickness ranges from 3/64 11 to 4 11 , while the more common
sheet sizes are 36 11 x 48 11 , 20 11 x 50 11 and 36 11 x 60 11 •

3.

price list, see tables 1, 2 and

(For

Also, see footnotes for

citation of information.)
Both cast and extruded plastics are made in the rod
form.

The cast plastics represent the premium class and are,

of course, the more expensive.

The shapes of rod plastic

are square, round, 4-fluted, 6-fluted and 8-f'luted.
The size of the square rods for the cast plastics
begins at

1/4 11

and goes to

111 ,

{For price list, see table 4.

with graduations between.
Also, see footnote for citation

of information.)
Rotmd stock is sold by the lineal f'oot and the diameter.

Sizes re.nee from 1/8 11 to

511 •

Also in the round stock

-12-

(TABLE I)

Plexiclas Sheets

COLO RED

FULL SIZE !=>LEXIGLAS SHEETS (Column 1) are 36" x 60 11 only.
Other sizes available on special
order, prices on request.

All prices F.O.B. St. Louis and Subject to Change Without Notice
Standard
Approximate
Thiclmess Fractional
in inches Equivalent

.060 11

.125

11

.187"
.25011

1/16 11
1/8 11
3/16 11
1/4 11

.375"

3/8 11

.75011

3/4"

.50011

1.000 11

* 750 11
**
l"

1/2 11
1 II

COLU!!N tfl

OOLUn~ #2

FULL SHEETS ONLY
Per Square Foot

LESS TlLA.N FULL SHEETS

$ 1.10

$ 1.35

1.43
1.75
2.07

3.35
4.44

* 7.12
** 9.44

Per Square Foot

1.75

2.10

2.50

4.02
5.30
"' 8.90
••11.80

thiclmess available in 4'.~2025 Black and #2092 Green only.
thiclmess available in #2025 Black, #2092 Green, #2444
Red, #2208 Yellow.21

2lplastic Parts and Sales, ( 1157 So. Kint::shighway,
St. Louis10,-riissouri, --yrui: 158), p. 2.
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(TABLE II)

Plexiglas Sheets Type R

COLO RED
CLEAR
-------------t.1\1n

o\o...l1W

------------------------------------------------------~---------

Standard
Thickness
in inches

1 to
150

150 to
500

300 to
500

500 to
750

750 to
1000

Full Case

Sq.Ft.

Sq.Ft.

Sq.Ft.

Sq.Ft.

Sq.Ft.

1000 Sq.Ft.

~nd/or

---------------------------------------------------------------,_.
.060
.80 ,, .77
.87 $ .84
~· 1.02
.95
9
11

.080
.100 11
.12511
.187 11
11

.25011

.;J12"

.:)75 11
.5.00 11
.62511
.750 11
•e-15 11
1.000 11
i.25011
1.500 11

1.750 11
2.000 11
2.250 11
2.500 11
3.000 11

l!o

•)

1.05
1.07
1.08
1.31
1.53
2.09
2.49

5.32

4.10
4.Es9
5 .o,
~o
6.47
8.06
9.65
11.21
12.AO
14.37
15.95
19.11

&~

tt,~

'il>

.98
.99
1.01
1.22
1.45
1.95
2.32
3.09
5.82
4.56
5.31
6.03
7.52
8.99
10.46
ll.94
1,3.41
14.88
17.84

.90
.91
.92
1.11
1.31
1.78
2.13

2.85

3. 1~9

4.17
4.85
5.52
6.87
8.22
9.56
10.92
12.26
13.61
16.31

.86

.87
.89
1.07
1.25
1. 71
2.04
2.72

3.36
4.01
4.66
5.29
6.61
7.90
9.19
10.49
ll. 78
13.07
15.67

\.t"

.83

.81~

.e,5
1.03
1.20
1.64
1.96
2.61
3.22
3.85
4.47
5.09

6.34

7.58
8.81
10.07
11.30
12.54
15.03

.79

.so

.81
.98
1.15
1.57
l.cS8

2.50
3.09
3.68
4.28
4.87
6.07
7.26
8.44
9.64
10.85
12.0l
14.40

------------------------~~~-------------------------------------

22
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(TABLE III)
Cellulose Acetate
Stock Size sheets are 20 11 x ~i0 11 , hi~!)1ly polished
both sides, unless otherwise indicated.

THICKNESS in
Thousands
of an inch
COLOR
--;Q401r·- 'Amber /Orange-,_t,ransparent
(Blind Flying Type)
,010 11
Blue transparent
** .005 11 11 Clear transparent
.0075 Clear transparent
** ,010" Cles.r transparent
.01511
Clear transparent
Clear transparent
.020 11
Clear transparent
.030 11
,040" Clear trar:i.sparent
.060 11
Clear transparent
.010 11
Green (Forest) transparent
.010 11
Green ( &nok.t) tr1msparent
.010 11
Green translucent
.02511
Green ( Sr:loky) tra."'lsparent
Grey opaque
.050 11
,020 11
Peach translucent
Red fluorescent
.010 11
.010 11
Red transparent
.01511
Red fluorescent
.01511
Red opaque
.020 11 Red fluorescent
.02') 11
White opaque
.010 11 Yellow translucent

**

Also available in
• 005"
30 inches
.010 11
60 inches
Oa..'1 be cut to any

Sheet
Price

$5.40
1,60

,75
.90
1.00

1.75
2,50

3.50

4,60

6.'. 0

1.60
1.60
1.60

3.40
lf,,30

3.00
1.60
1.60
2.30

2.;;o
;.oo
.3.40

1,60

a 001'~TWUOUS ROLL
wide, ~: 8lf, lineal yard
wide $2.J.6 lineal yard
length by width of roll.

23

25Plastic Parts and Sales, (1157 So. Kingshiehway,
St. Louis 10, Mi.ssm::u:i-, ·Jan·~-- 1 58), p. 4.
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(TABLE IV)
CLEAR ACRYLIC POLISHED ROD
sc;UAPE

~.:9.Q,._ A._QJ.'::¥..~IQ.:

- All four sides hir;hly polished - CAST

--·~---------------------------------------------------------

1/4 11 x 1/4 11 x l.;.811
3/8 11 x ;;/8" x 48 11
1/2 11 x 1/2 11 x l~8"
5/8 11 x 5/8 11 x 48 11
3/4" x ,,.;:,/loll
' x l~8"
l" x l" x 11-811

~~ .20 per foot

.30 per foot
.1~0

per
per
.90 per
i.25 per

.65

foot
foot
foot
foot

24

24Plastic Parts ~n~ Sale_~, (1157 So. Kingshighway,
St. Louis 10, Missouri, Jan. '5B), p. 7.

class are the fluted plastics.

This material is ideal for

tool handles and is manufactured primarily for that purpose.
It is extruded with

4, 6 or 8 flutes and may be purchased in

diameters from ~ 11 to 1~ 11 •
and 8.

(For price list see tables 5, 6, 7

Also, see footnotes for citation of information.)
The third group of plastic shapes to be considered is

that of tubes.

This group, as its name implies, is tubular

or pipelike in shape.

It, too, is sold by the lineal foot

according to its diameter.
extrusion and also cast.
from

11
J~
.t.i.I::

This shape is manufactured by
The extruded tubes rane:e in size

to 2" O.D., while the cast begins at l}" O.D. end ends

at 6-.3/32 11 O.D.
or more.

Both ma:,' be purchased in amounts of one foot

(For price list, see tables 9, 10 and 11.

Also, see

footnotes for citation of information.)
Little can be said as to the shape of the liquid
plastic since it takes the shape of the container in which
it is placed.

It is sold by the bottle, tube or kit.

It

may be used as a casting material or may be sprayed on
something as a protective film.
12.

(For price list, see table

Also, see footnote for citation of information.)
Another shape of plastic that has gained popular

acclaim as of late is that of webbing.
orative and

utilitaria.~

It has both dee-

uses and rates very highly in the

recreational crafts field.

Jin endless variety of colors and

-17-

(TABLE V)
'l'EHI'!'E II
Hakes tough, durable handles for Screw Drivers, Trowels, Plastic
Gavels, Chisels, Mallet-heads and Hand Drills. The finest materials
made for any ap91ication thi::tt must stand abuse and pounding. Amber
TrH.nsparent color only.
Die..rneter

in
Inches

NttL'.lber

0 to 9 lb.

of

Price
Per Foot

Flutes

Approximate
Feet
Per Pound

------------------------------------------------------------1/2
" .25
8
11.08
11

5/8 11
3/4 11

7/8 11

111
1-1/8 11
1-1/4 11
1-1/2 11
111
1-1/4 11
1-1/2 11

~

.30
.45

8.oo

8

.65
.90
1.15
1.35
1.90

5.28
3.92
2.&S
2.28
1.85
1.30

round

1.00

2.50

rotl.!ld

1.75
2.25

1.60
1.10

8
8

4
6
6
6

round

25

25Plastic Parts and Sa.le s, ( 1157 So. Kine;shi~hwe.y,
St. Louis 10, His"SoUri, Tan. 1 58), p. 15.
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(TABLE VI)
CLEAR ACRYLIC POLISHED ROD
CAST-POLISHED

11 HC-218 Heat-F.esistant Type 11 •
Lene;ths vary
from 47 to 60 11 a..."ld we reserve the right to
ship any length within these limits.

---------------------------------------------------------------------0 - 24 Pounds 25-49 lbs. 50-74 lbs. 75-99 lbs. 100-500 lbs.
Diarn.eter

Price
Fer Foot

Price
Per Lb.

Price
Per Lb.

Price
Per Lb.

Price
Per Lb.

Price
Per Lb.

---------------------------------------------------------------------$4.38
~~4.20
3/8
.32
$5.70
$4.77
$ 1~. 57
11

1/2 11
5/8"
.3/411
7/8 11
1"

l-l/lt 11

1-1/2 11
1-3/4 11
211
2-1/2 11
311
411

..:i.

~

.44
.61
.67
.89
1.15
1.81
2.62
5.61
4.69
9.15
13.90
52.21

l~.)l

3.84
2.88
2.85
2.88
2.90
2.91
3.03
2.91
5.66
5.89

3.81
3.29
2.67
2.65
2.63
2.63
2.63
2.63
2.63
3.29
3.29

3.65
3.15
2.41f
2.42
2.40
2.40
2.40
2.4o
2.40
3.06
5.06

;.50
,3.01
2.21
2.19
2.17
2.17
2.17
2.17
2.17
2.73
2.73

::;;5
2.88
2.03
2.01
1.99
1.99
1.99
1.99
1.99
2.50
2.50
:z,. '

./

Prices for larger qua.nti ties on request.

26

26 Plastic ,!'arts and Sales, ( 1157 So. Kingshighway,
St. Louis 10, l·~issouri, Jan. 1 58), p. 7.
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(TABLE VII)
CLEAR ACRYLIC POLISHED ROD
EXT~UDED-POLISBED

Clarity is equal to that of CAST rod.
Crystal Clear. Usually 72" lon.g. Shipped
as 36 11 lengths unless otherwise specified.
Diameters may be assorted to gain the
larcest applicable discount.

------------------------------------------------------------DIM.:PER
72
PER
FEET
11

ETER

LENGTH

FOOT

POUND

PER LB.

------------------------------------------------------------1/8"
$3.10
147
$ .15
~ .05
3/16 11

.06

l/lfll

.10

5/16 11
3/8 11
1/2"
5/8 11
3/4"
7/8 11
1"
1-1/4 11
1-1/2 11
1-3/4 11
211

.14
.17

.25

.40
.50
.75
.90
i.30
1.95
2.85
3.40

DISCOUNT SCHEDULE:

25
50
100

.30
.55
.75
.90
1.35
2.20
2.90
4.15
4.95
7.65
10.95
15.00
19.50

2.75
2.75
2.60
2.40
2.15
2.15
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00

69
38
25
17.8
10
6.2
4.3
3.2
2.5
1.6
1.1
.84
.62

to 1+9 lbs. 57~
to 99 lbs. 10%
lbs. and up 15%

27

st.

27Plastic Parts and Sales, ( 1157 So. Kingshighway,
Louis 10, Eissouri, Jan. 158), P• 7.
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(TABLE VIII)

NYLON ROD
DI.AILSTSTIS
A'IAILABLE

feet
~~

1/8 11

3/16
1/4 11
5/16 11
3/8"

11

1/2 11

0 to 9

• ltO
.1+0

.50
.75
.75
1.30

10 to

lt9

feet

$

.30
.30
.40
.60
.60
1.10

50 to 249 250 to
feet
499 feet
$

.22

.19

.22

.19

.33
.48
.48
.87

)/1+11

1.70

1.40

1.10

2.25

7/8 11

1.::35
2.50

1.44

3.10

5/811
1"

1-114

11

3.95
5.40

1-1/2 11

7.20

1-3/4 11

9.60

2"

2-1/2 11

311
411
~:It

.)

13.50

19.50
31.15

47.88
75.55

3.15

4.60
5.75

8.oo

11.40
15.60

24.90
38.29

60.1r2

2.01

2.60
3.52
4.49
6.25
7.97
13.00

20.75
31.92

.29

.43
.1+3

.77
1.00
1.29
1.81

2.35

3.17
4.19
5.80

7.47

**

500 feet
See

**

Below

.16
.16

.25
.38
.38
.67

.oo

1.19
1.61

2.05

2.82
3.84

5.35
6.92

Ask for special
lower prices on
larger quantity

50.35

--------------------------------------------------------------

2 8Pl;_asti_~ fa:rts 0!1d Sal_~;_, ( 1157 So. Kint;shir.:hway,
Louis 10, llissouri, Feb. 1 50), p. 10.
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(TABLE IX)
CLEAR TUBING
EXTRUDED LUCI'f'E __TUBING - 72 inch length, inside and outside
polished.

1/4"
3/8 11

o.d. x .060 11
o.<l. x .060 11
1/2" 0 .d. x .060 11
5/8 11 o.d. x .060 11
3/4" o.cl. x .060 11
l" o.d. x .125 11
1-.1.11 o.d. x .125 11
t
1-~ 11 o.d. x .125 11
DISCOUNT SCHEDULE AS FOLL01.r·.'S -

wall $ .08 foot
.10 foot
wall
wall
.25 foot
wall
.30 foot
wall
.35 foot
wall
.85 foot
wall
i.oo foot
wall
1.25 foot
(Extruded tube - 72 11 lengths)
-------··--~o··-fo-4Tengths-- - List
5 to 9 lengths - - Less lo;;
10 to 24 lengths - Less 15%
25 or more lengths Less 20;;

29

29Pla~t._~~ Part~!~~ ~ales, (1157 So. Kingshighway,
St. Louis 10, Hissouri, Feb. "f5b), p. 8.
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(TABLE X)

CLEAR TUBING
--------------------~--------------------------------------------------------

LUCITE CAST TUBE - Stock lengths vary from 49 to 52 inches.
-·----Orders for partial lengths over 26 inches
long, sold at the f'ull length price.

Wall

ALL PRICES SHOWN ARE FOR ONE LINEAL FOOT

thickness
in
inches

0 U T B I D E D I A ME T E R S I N I N C H E S

----------------------------------------------------------------------------1-1/2 1-5/8" 1-3/4"
2" 2-1/4" 2-1/2 2-3/4
3" 3-1/4
11

11

1/8"
.3/16"
1/4 11

11

11

----------------·----------~----~-----------------------------------

$1.70
2.30
2.80

$1.80
2.50
2.90

~?1.90

2.70
3.00

$2.00 $2.10
2.80 2.90
3.10 3.20

20
3.00
3.30

;~2.

$2.30
3.10
3.40

~2.40

3.20
3.50

$2.50
3.30
3.80

0 U T S I D E D I A ME T E R S I N I N 0 H E S

3-1/2" 3-3/4"
1/8 11
3/16 11
1/4 11

411 4-1/4" 4-1/2 11

l~-3/4 11

5" 5-1/2 11

6" 6-3/32"

-------------------------------------------------------------------$2.60 $2.70 $2.80 $2.90 $2.95 $3.00 $3.10 $3.20 $3.30 $3.40
3.40
3.90

3.50
4.oo

3.60 3.70
lJ.• 10 4.30

3.80
4.60

3.90
4.80

4.oo 4.20
5.00 5.20

4.6o 4.80
5.40 5.50

----------------------~------------------------------------------------------

DISCOUNT SCHEDULE FOR CAST TUBING

1 to 4 lengths :-:-List·-----1o'"""t()24 lengths - Less 10%
5 to 9 lengths - - Less ~fa
25 or more lengths Less 15%

----------------------------------------------------------------------------30

30plastics Parts and Sales, (1157 So. Kingshighway,
St. Louis 10, Missouri, Feb."l"§b}, p. 8.
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(TABLE XI)

POLYS'l'YRBNE TUBING

------------------------------------------------------------.POLYSTYRENE TUBING: Clear, 48 and 72 lengths, satin finish,
11

11

(unpolished). For high frequency, high
voltaee parts; can be machined.
SOLD ET

5/16"

3/811
l/2 11

5/8 11
3/4 11

J..FV

QU..Aw.~TITY FR()l.! Ol'JB FOOT UP

O.D. x 1/16 11 wall $ .10 per ft.
O.D. x 1/16 11 wall
.17 per ft.
11
wall
O.D. x l/16
.27 per ft.
O.D. x l/16t1 wall
.}3 per ft.
O.D. x l/16 11 wall
.39 per ft.

O.D. x 1/8 11
l"
l-1/2 11 O.D. x 1/8 11
2t1
o. r;. x l/8 11

wall
wall
wall

.69 per ft.
l.10 per ft.
1.55 per ft.

DISCOUNTS AS FOLLO\'iS
-..
..-·-- ... ---·-----·
~-

0 to 4 lineal feet - List
5 to 9 lineal feet - Less 10%
lO to 24 lineal feet - Less 151~
25 to 49 lineal feet - Less 20%
Over 50 lineal f'eet - Less 30Js

31

st.

3l.Plastics Parts and Sales, (1157 So. Kingshighway,
Louisl'o; Missouri, Jw~ 758); p. 12.
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(TABLE: XII)

LIQUID PLP. 3TIGS
ACRYLOID B-72. A clear, colorless, trac11.sparent, s;i/rup-like
liql:ifd.-· ·Ha-rdens to a clear waterproof film. Cart be used
either as a tough flexible coating or as a clear adhesive
for wood, paper, metal, plastic, etc. 2 oz. 40~; 8 oz.
~1 10· ; .1.J.n
o· t ~?
~1 .c·-;;;
0~
0 • .,..l)j
~~ a··r·a 11.J.On 07
v.
i.r..:,·uar t
:~;c.
·~; ....o~
::-; .....~2
OA:3TOLI'l'E KIT. Includes 1 pound Castolite, l vial Hardener,
1 ··i'iar-cSOTcf-Setting Promoter, Eye Drop;:cr, GlR.ss Beaker and
Instr1.1ction Manual. Per Kit • • • • • • • • • • • • ~i 3.95
GliSTOLITE:
fp.otmd "Tiquid (approximately 1 pint) •• • • • • •
l gallon liquid • • • • • • • • • • • • •

...

CFYS'i'-L-CiF.AZE. A crystalizine coatin.r:; that can be used on
plastics, metals, r;lass and many other type surfaces. It
cry-ste.lizes like 11 Jack Frost on a winter window 11 • A beautiful effect to create for decorative use on plastic or zlass,
or to ,give privacy in the bathroom, office or factory. It's
easy to 11.p.rly; just brush it on. You can decorate la1J1ps,
I)icture frames, har2n1ored aluuimun or copper novelties, radio
cabinets, fish aquariums, etc. Packat;ed in a 2 ounce bottle
in the followin[; colors: clear, fluorescent pink, blue, red, 1
oranr;e, sreen and violet. 2 ounce bottle • • • • •
55:£3 +

st.

3 2 Plastics Parts and Sales, (1157 So. Kint,shighway,
Louis1cf, ~3:ssou·r.'i~~ ~r:~~- ·-153y, p.

ie..
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(TABLE XII Cont.)
SPHAn:AY - OLgAR LIQUID PLA'..'TIO SPEAY.

A liquid plastic spray
and industry.
Gomes in a metal container with pressurized spray nozzle for
easy application. Just spray it on. ifonderful as a protective coating over silvcnm.re, tools, and other metals to
prevent rust and tarnish. Fine to cover artwork, photot:raphs,
valuable papers and used extensively as a coating over wiring,
battery cables and chrome work. Fine for keeping blueprints
from [Gttinc soiled. l~st be applied to a dust-free, groasefree dry surface. (1.:rite for quantity discounts.)
12 ounce can
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
;? 1. 9535

t:};.:at·11a:-s·· unto ldti"Ses-1n-the-1-1orue-,-,~orkshop

st.

55p1astics Parts and Sales, (1157 EJo. Kingshit:hway,
Louis 10,-1;18'souri-;- O~t. -1 57)' P• 23.
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color combinations are available, but are dependent upon
individual manufacturers.

This material, if sold by itself,

is purchased by the yard accor<linz to its width.
list, see table 1).

(For price

Also, see footnote for citation of

information.)
Another plastic shape of high recreational craft use
is the plastic lacing.
f'oot and the width.

This shape is sold by the lineal

(For price list, see table 14.

Also,

see footnote for citation of information.)
l'lith respect to bulk, there is no doubt that plastic
materials are more expensive than some of the other materials
used in teaching the

s~:ills

and lcnowledce of Industrial Arts.

However, with some careful planning, this can be overcome.
A project in plastics can be desic;ned economically, or it can be designed wastefully, so tha.t
the material costs two or three times what it should,
with no improvement in the effect produced.36
There seems to be two solutions to the problem of cost
with respect to plastic materials.

Obviously, one solution is

that of making small projects to save material.

Another solu-

tion could be that of using this costly material in a decorative manner.

36A. J. Lockrey, Plastics, in the School and Horne
Horksho.E_, (New York: Governor Publrshing Corporation, 1937),
p. 200.
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(TABLE XIII)
HOVEN VIEBBINGS
~,rHOLE:SALE

PRICE LIST - - (Prices are per yard)
COLORFUL COTTON 1:,'EBBING8

;adth

Quality

Under
100 Y<ls.

100 to

500 to
1000
Yds.
500 Yds.

1000 Yds,
or over

------------------------------------------------------------~
1:'.'I1I'l1CO
28jt
(white) 211
44rt
29ft
30~

2"
211

RIBWEAVE

PEBBLE

211

PEBBLETONE
TEX TONE

211
2"

TABBY

44t

30~

26t

39t

25'/24'/22Ji

57'/-

35'/-

55t

\.'EATHER-HESISTANT WOVE!';

C,.'uality

Width

Under

100 Yds,

PLA~·TIO

29t

25Ji

24'/22t
19Ji

28£l
24rt
22'/-

20$i
17'/-

WEBBINGS

1000 Y<ls.
100 to
500 to
500 Yds. 1000 Yds, or over

------------------------------------------------------------~
D'F~COR

SARAN
TEP.RACE

TERRACE OR
T1!EED

2"
211

45'/2lt

30Ji
14t

29'1
13~

28'/12t

2-5/8 11

25r'-

17't

16t

14$i

37

37webcraft Inc., (155 Islend Brook Ave., Bridr;eport,
Conn., Oct. 1, 1950)."
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(TABLE XIV)
FLAT LACING

------------------------------------------------------------50 ft. - - - - - - - - - - ~.0.65
100 yds. (1 color per spool) $1.25
100 yds. (Assorted colors)
~1.95
1/10 11 wide, 1/61~ 11 thick.

COLORS FOR BOTH LAOIHG & BELTING: Green, Blue, Black, Yellow,
Red, White, Brown, MilkyTranslucent.
~------------------------------------------------------------

38

38 Plastic Parts and Sales, (1157 So. Kinr::;shi_shway,
St. Loi.tis 10, ?lissouri).
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The essential principles of economical desizning
in plastics is not difficult to grasp. Structurally
speaking, cast resins are an expensive material,
when compared with wood, sheet metal, or other
materials they are supplanting, but ornamentally
speaking, they are the cheaFest, from the standpoint of the amount of beauty and eye-appeal provided per dollar of cost. The main point in economical design, therefore, is to use plastics for
ornamental purposes - in other words, do not waste
material in places or thicknesses which cannot be
seen. Use wood, metal or 11 air" in places where
structural strength are necessary or where mere
11 bulk 11 is desired, and use thinner sections of
plastics where ornam.entation is desired.39
Furthermore, many of the companies that sell plastic
naterials f'or school use give discount prices when used for
this purpose.

Some have even developed project kits that

include all the materials needed for the making of the project as well as the instructions.

The teacher should keep

in mind the objectives of the course i·rhen accepting this
means; however, many of them are quite satisfactory.

This

is one means by which the cost may be cut dom1 in that
there is no waste. 4o
The use of plastics as a medium for learning should
be tree.ted, in larce pa.rt, very similar to any other material.

39A. J. Lockrey, Plastics in the School and Home

Work~)!O.E' (l'Jew York: Governor Ptibli s'liin1£ Oorporation;-1937),
p. 200.

4oRe.yl1lond Cherry, General Plastics, (Bloomington, Ill.:
l.fcKnight & l.fcKni.s;ht, 1941-y;- p. 2§.-..----

-30In other words, the time spont should be divided into two
categories; nrunely, manipulative experiences a..Dd related information, with the major emphasis beine upon manipulative
experiences.
The actual planning for each school should be done by
the individual teacher.

However, since plastics is a rela-

tively new field, the writer would like to present a series of
laboratory assign..'nents that would cover a nine-week period of
work in the Junior Hir;h School Industrial Arts Shop.

This

material may be found in Appendix A.
The writer would like to remind the reader that this
is not the only approach.

There are others and the individual

instructor must decide which one best :f'i ts his particular
situation.

-31CHAPTER IV
SUH!'.AHY

The original meaning of plastics referred to a.'1y
material that could be shaped by M.oldinr;.

These materials

were natural plastics in that man had no role in their
development.
The modern version of the term plastics has to do
with s:y·nthetic materials.

These materials are character-

ized by their ability to be shaped or cast and set in a
relatively rigid condition.
Plastics are as old as the earth itself, orir;inally
being used for caulkin,s, pottery, sealing ax1d a host of
others.

.As the stores became depletcd, man proceeded to

search for a substitute.
The first significant discovery in this relatively
new and fascinating field was Schonbein 1 s discovery of nitrocellulose in 1846.

An Arn.erican by the nrune of' Joh.'1

~·iesley

Hyatt is civen credit for developin.:; the first commercial
plastic in 1868.

.Adolph Spiteller, a German, contributed

the second commercial plastic in 1890 and Dr. Leo Bakeland
discovered the first thermosetting plastic in 1909.

Bake-

land 1s discovery was the last as far as individual recocnition is concerned.

From that time to the present, develop-

ments and im.provements have been c.ccomplished in the laboratories of big business.

-32-

Ii'ror} the

s~'Tithetic

,

plastics, two main groups are o.e-

rived; thorr1oscttin[; and therrrnplastics.

Therr:,osettinr;

rilaDtics are resins which are solidified by heatin0 e.nd
c0n.11ot be rer:i.elted; whereas, the thermoplastics are resins

In considorins plastics :for the school shop, one
must consider the shapes, sizes, cost and uses of the
mato1·ial.
The shapes are sheet, rod, tube, liquid, webbin['; and
lacin~c·

The sizes of each of these shapes, as well as their

worka.bilit:y, are sucl1 that they lend thensolvos to school
shop instruction.
The cost of plastics in bulk is M.r,h, but with proper
project selection, they are very ada!'table to school shop use.
In conclusion, the writer feels that
tion should be
QQ

'-'~

~iven

stron~

considera-

to tl-1e idea of' ma!cin.::; wider use of'

a ''leans of teaching the skills and l:nouledg:e

conunonly taut;ht in Industrial Arts shop classes.

iie are

livint; in an aL::o whei:·e the populace is surrounded by plastics
and the pco;_)le have a richt to know somethinr; about this

wondc1·ful material.

If plastics is the L'la.torial of to!'lorrow,

the peo::ile of tor,1orrow in particular have a ri.::;ht to know

as r'.uch as possible about it.
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APPE!WIX
A

SUGGESTED USE OF PLA2·TIOS

(l)

Laboratory Assignment Sheets

(2)

Blueprints

Laboratory Assignment # l
Junior High School Plastics
(For Pupil 1 s Use)

Ke" Cha.in

~---~

Unit

opjectiv~.:

To acquaint the student with the process o:r laying out
on plastics and the reactions o:r the material to cutting.
Instructions:
1.
2•

.? •

4.

5.
6.
7.

Study this assig:nraent in its entirety.
Read the material listed in the re:Perences.
~lri te out the answers to the questions.
Turn in your answers to the instructor :ror evaluation
and correction.
Secure stock :Prom the instructor.
Begin work on your project.
Follow the plan o:r procedure, step by step.

Snecifications:
To be made :Prom 1/8 11 clear plastic supplied by the
instructor. You a.re to choose a project to your liking
:Prom the selected projects page.
Bill

~f_ !,ll~terial:

1 pc. 1/8 11 x 2~ 11 x 3~ 11 clear plastic
1 pc. 611
chain

Bench with vise
Saw jack
Pattern
Pencil
Coping saw
Flat :Pile
Block plane
Sanding block

Hand scraper

Sandpaper
Hotor-driven buffer
Hand drill
Twist drill bit
Prick punch
Hammer

-37Learnin_g_ units
1.
2.

5.
4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

9.
Plan

~~assignment.:

Choosing a project.
Laying out a pattern on clear plastic with a pencil.
Sawing to a line with a coping saw.
Squaring an edge with a block plane.
Sere.ping an edge with a hand scraper.
Smoothing an edge with sandpaper.
Polishinc an edee with a motor-driven buffer.
Polishing a surface with a motor-driven buffer.
Applying paste wax to a plastic project.

~procedure:

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.
10.
11.
12.

13.
14.

15.
16.
17.

Secure stock from the instructor.
Layout design on plastic using a pencil and pattern.
With a coping sa.w, saw to the line on the layout.
Square the edges to the surface with a block plane, if
necessary.
&nooth the edges using a hand scraper.
Smooth the edges using sandpaper.
Prick punch location for hole.
Drill hole using hand drill and twist drill bit.
Check project for scratches.
Remove scratches.
Have instructor check work.
Polish project using motor-driven buffer.
Olea.rt project using soap and warm water.
.\ppl~r thin coat of' paste wax.
Polish.
Install chain on project.
Turn in project to the instructor for evaluation.

Tests of worlananshin:
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

Is the edge square with the surface?
Are the curves well-shaped?
Is the hole in the proper location?
Is the surface smooth?
What is the overall appearance of my project?

Discussion outline:

I.

Laying out
A. Direct
B. Template
c. Tracing

-38II.

cutting
A. Se.wing
B. Planing
c. Sera.ping
D. Filing
E. Sanding
F. Drilling

questions:
l.

2.

3.
4.

When should the masking paper be removed from plastic?
In what direction should the teeth on the coping saw
blade point when using it in connection with a saw jack?
Why?
Can a jig saw be used to cut plastic?
With respect to filing, what teclmiques should be
observed?

References:
Newkirk, Louis V., Hewitt, Coleman, Zutter, Lavada.
Adventures With Plastics. Chicago: D. C. Heath and Company,
1947. pp. 8-16.
Cherry, Raymond. General Plastics. Bloomington, Ill.s
McKnight & ?-!cKnight, 1948. PP• 12-19.

-4oLaboratory Assignment 7~ 2
Junior High School Plastics
(For Pupil's Use)
Joining
Double Salt

~

Pepper Shaker

Unit objective:
To further the student's 1mowledEe and skill concerning
plastics by introducing the phase of joinery.
Instructions:
1.
2.
;5.

4.

5.
6.
7.

Study this assiG~.ment from beginning to end.
Read the material listed in the references.
Write out the answers to the questions.
Turn in your answers to the instructor for evaluation
e.nd correction.
Secure stock from the instructor.
Begin work on your project.
For best results, follow the plan of procedure, step
by step.

Specifications:
To be ma.de of clear plastic supplied by the instructor.
The upright piece is to be fastened to the base with a.
10-24 flat head machine screw.
Bill of material:
1 pc. 1 11 x 2 11 x 2:; 11 clear plastic
l pc. t" x 1~· 8 x 2~ 11 clear plastic
1 pc. 10-24
flat head machine screw
~

tools needed:
Tap
Countersink
Brace
•rry-square
Drill press

Portable vise
Tap wrench
Sliding T-bevel
Bench rule
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New learning units
1.
2.
;.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.

1.
2.

3.

£.!

this a.ssignm.ent:

Drilling holes using the drill press.
Locking up stock in a portable vise.
Tapping a hole with a tap and tap wrench.
Joinine two pieces using screws.
Reading a working drawing.
Laying out locations using a bench rule.
Squaring stock usinz a block plane.
Checking stock for square, using a try-square.
Countersinking for screws '..tsing a brace and a
countersink.
Laying out for a chamfer with a bench rule.
Cutting a chamfer using a block plane.
Checking a chamfer with a sliding T-bevel.

Secure stock from instructor.
To make the upright piece.
A. Layout. locations for i" holes using try-square
and bench rule.
B. Prick ~unch locations for drilling.
C. Drill z- 11 holes using portable vise and drill press.
D. Layout locations for shaker holes usinr; try-square
and bench rule.
E. Prick punch locations for drilling.
F. Drill shaker holes using portable vise and drill
press.
G. Layout location of pilot hole using bench rule
and try-square.
H. Prick punch location of pilot hole.
r. Drill pilot hole using portable vise and drill press.
J. \1i th bench rule, layout for 1/8 11 chamfer.
K. With block plane, cut chamfer.
L. Sm.ooth all surfaces using sn.ndpuper.
To make the base.
A. Square piece using block plane and try-square.
B. Layout location f'or shank ho le.
c. Prick punch location for shank hole.
D. Using portable vise and drill press, drill shank
hole.
E. Countersink piece f'or screws using brace and
countersink.
F. Layout for 1/8 11 chamfer using bench rule and pencil.
G. Cut chamfer using block plane.
:a. Snooth entire piece with sandpaper.
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5.

6.

1.
2.
:?,
_,.

4.

5.

6.

I.

To assemble.
A. With a 10-24 tap and tap wrench, tap pilot hole.
B. Assemble project.
c. Ohed:: your work with the instructor before you
proceed.
To finish.
A. Check for scratches.
B. Remove scratches.
C. Polish all pieces using r;J.otor-drivcn buffer.
D. Clea."1 all pieces usini::; soap and warm water.
B. Apply thin coat of paste wax.
Turn in your project to the instructor for evaluation.

What is the overall appearBnce of your project?
Are the chamfers true and smooth?
Do the zhaker holes line up well?
Does the uprisht piece fit firmly to the base?
f.re there any scratches on your project?
Is the head of the screw flush with the bottom of the
base?

Cementing
Cement 1-A (50-50 mixture of methylene dichloride
and monomeric methyl methacrylate)
1. Soaking
2. Brushing (small scraps of plastic added)
B. Cement 1-C (benzoyl peroxide added to 1-A)
c. Chloroform
D. Ethylene dichloride
E. Glacial acetic acid
Welding
A. Heating
B. Friction
Tapping and threading

A.

II.

III.

1.

Name three methods used in joining two pieces of

2.

plastic.
Explain what happens when we weld two pieces of
plastic.

4.

When drillinr.; holes in plastic, should the drill be
run at a slow speed or a. high speed?
h'hen drilling a hole in plastic, what is one of the
materials we can use to help us get a. smooth surface
to the hole?

References:
Newkirk, Louis V., Hewitt, Coleman, Zutter, Lavada.
r:i th ~!_asti<::~· Chicago: D. C. Heath and Company,

~dventure_!!

19"4i. PP• 13-25.

Cherry, Raymond. General Plastics. Bloomington, Ill.s
HcKnight &. UcK.'Ylight;T§48. --pp-:-10-19.

Laboratory Assir;nment ';;~ 3
Junior High School Plastics
(For Pupil's Use)
Shaping_

To further develop the student's knowledge of the characteristics of plastics by actual manipule.tion of shaping.
Instructions:
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

Read this entire assignment.
Read the material listed in the references.
Hrite out the answers to the questions.
Turn in your answers to the instructor for evaluation
and correction.
Secure stock from the instructor.
Begin work on your project following the plan o';f
procedure step by step.

Specifications:
This project is to be made of 3/16 11 clear plastic. Students
who wish to design a project or modify the one su~gested may
do so, if it ~eets the requirements of the instructor.
Bill of material:
--·1 pc.

3/16 11 x

~ 11 x 1~ 11 clear plastic

New tools needed:
Hot plate (electric)
Protractor

1.
2.

;.
4.

Canvas gloves

Heating plastic over an electric hot plate.
Shaping plastic into a spiral.
Layout a radius with a compass.
Forming a knifelike edge with a file.
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Plan of procedure:

1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

8.

9.
10.
ll.
12.

13.

14.
15.
16.

17.
18.

19.
20.

21.
22.

23.

24.

25.
l.
2.

3.
4.

I.

Secure stock from instrLtctor.
With bench rule a...11d pencil, lay off measurements
11 wide and 10-k- 11 lonP-.
-~
..,
0
With back saw, cut to outside edge of line.
Square all edges with a block plane.
Using a compass, scribe ~-'1 radius on one end of piece.
Get pattern from instructor and scribe shape of second
end of piece.
Have instructor check work.
cut out shapes using a copine saw.
With flat file, square edges with surface.
Using sandpaper, smooth all edges until all scratches
are removed.
Remove paper from piece.
Nake a lirht
nencil mark 51' 11 from one end.
u
Turn on electric hot plate.
Put on canvas gloves.
Hold handle end of piece over hot plate until it
becomes pliable.
Place the blade end in bench vise. (Wrap blade end
with soft tissue paper).
Twist piece 21; turns. (Twist slowly and hold strair.;ht
in order to obtain a uniform shape).
Remove piece fro~ vise and allow to cool.
Have instructor check work.
!ith a flat file, file the blade end to a knifelike shape.
&nooth entire piece with sandpaper.
Polish piece using motor-driven buffer.
Clean piece with soap a.11.d warm water.
Apply thin coat of paste wax.
Turn in your project to the instructor for evalue.tion.
J.

"';;t;

\1

Are the ehapes of the spiral uniform?
Are there an~r scratches on the surface or the ed(Se?
Do the knif'elike ed_ses Jook alike in shape and size?
';Jhat is the overall ap:)earance of' your project?

Heating
A. Oven
B. Strip
c. Hot plate

1.

Gas

2.

Electric

II.

Forming

A.
B.

Hand
Hold

::;;ue stions:
1.

Vii th respect to strip heating, what pa.rt of the piece
is heated?
Uhat is meant by nhmuing instinct 11 ?
Why is it necessary to wear canvas cloves when
handling heated plastic?
Why should we not try to bend plastic after it hs.s
cooled?

2.

3.
4.
Hefe
rence
-..... ......
·- . i:::
,

_.~~

.,

.~

~

;

Newkirk, Louis V., Hewitt, Goleman, Zutter, Lavada.
Adventures t'i th Plastics.
1947.~PP• 25-39.
Cherry, Raymond.

Chicago: D.

General Plaatics.

!~cKnight & HcKnig;ht,

c.

Heath end Cor;1pany,

Bloomington, Ill.:

i948. --p-p-.-25-29.
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Laboratory
Assignment ffu 4
Junior High School Ple_stics
( I•'or Pupil t s Use)

Ooloring and Appenda..z..es
Oosttu:1e

Jewelr~

To develop in the student an artistic
a combination of color and form.

ap~reciation

through

Instruct~~~:

1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

Read this assignment.
Read the material listed in the references.
\'lrite out the answers to the questions and turn them
in to the instructor for evaluation and correction.
Take part in the class discussion.
Choose your project.
Secure stock f'rom instructor.
Besin work on your project.

~-cifications:

This project is to be made of 1/8 11 clear plastic and dyed
the color of your selection. You may choose a project from
the list provided or you may design or modify one more suitable to your desires. All new desizns or ~odifications must
be approved by the instructor.
Bill -of material:
_,_
...

-----~-·

....

The student is expected to make out his own bill of material.
The bill of material is to be turned in with the project.

1.
2.
).

4.

5.
6.

Fastening an appenda0e to plastic.
Preparing dye for colorinc; plastic.
Dyeing plastic.
Making out a bill of material.
Designing or modifying a project.
Choosine a color.
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nrocedure:

1.
2.

Choose project.
Oosti..une pin.
A. Secure stock from instructor.
B. \;i th pattern end pencil, trace outline on plastic.
c. \Jith coping saw, cut out project.
D. Square edc;es of project with file.
Ti'
Smooth edges with sandpaper.
F. Remove paper from plastic.
G. Polish entire project on rnotor-driven buffer.
H. Have instructor check work.
I. Layout location for eye.
J. Heat plastic over electric hot plate.
K. Press eye into project.
L. La~rout locations for pin back.
Heat pin back over electric hot plate (hold with pliers).
1"
1\7
Press pin back into back of project.
o. Have instructor check work.
P. Prepare dye for coloring.
Attach string to pin back.
R. Dip project into dye solution.
s. Remove project when desired shade is obtained.
T. Hold project under cold water faucet.
u. Polish project using a soft cloth.
Apply thin coat of paste W!'lX.
w. Turn in project to instructor for evaluation.
Tie clip.
.
A. Secure stock from instructor.
B. \·{ith bench rule a.rid pencil, layout pattern.
c. Cut out pattern with back saw.
D. Square edc;os to surfece with block plane.
E, With compass, layout radii.
F. Form redii with fle.t file.
G. Smooth e.11 ed6es with sandpaper.
H. Layout locations f'or uende.nt c.ap holes.
I. Drill holes with 1/16i1 drill. J. Shape tie clip. (Put on canvas gloves; heat plastic
over electric hot plate; then form tie clip with
dowel rod tool.)
K. Renove all scratches \·1ith sa..11.dpaper.
L. Eave instructor check i·Tork.
.r:~.
Prep0.re o~'e for coloring: •
N. Attach string throu::-;h one of the 1/16 11 holes.
o. Dip project into dye solution.
"D
Remove project when desired shade is obtained.
....
Q. Hold project under cold water faucet.
R. Polish project us:ing a soft cloth.

.u.

.....•
·-·

v.

5.
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s.
T.

u.
V.

Tests

2£

Apply thin coat of paste wax.
Put a pendant cap in each 1/16 11 hole.
Fasten silver jump rine cha.in to pendant caps.
Turn in project to instructor f'or evaluation.

workmanships

1.
2.

3.
4.

Are the appendages securely fastened to the project?
Is the color uniform?
Are there any scratches on your project?
Is the outline of your project well-formed?

Discussion outline:

I.

II.

Coloring
A. Krieger-0-Dip, S type
B. All-Purpose Rit
c. Oolored lacquer
Appendages
A. Heating the plastic
B. Heatinr; the appendage

Questions:
1.

2.

3.

4.

What are the two methods of fastening appendages to
plastic?
Why is it necessary to shake the bottle of dye before
using?
Why should we not use dyes near an open flame? Where
should we use them?
How may we obtain different shades and tints while
dyeing plastics?

References:
Newkirk, Louis V., Hewitt, Coleman, Zutter, Lavada.
Adventures \lith Plastics. Chicago: D. c. Heath and Company,

194.7.

pp.

39-41, 53-55·

Cherry, Raymond. General Plastics. Bloomington, Ill.:
IvicKnight & McKnight, 1948. PP• 38-,?9.

-53Laboratory Assig~ent # 5
Junior High School Plastics
(For Pupil 1 s Use)
Surface Decoration
Letter Holder
Unit objectives
To acquaint the student with the process of surface
decoration by actual performance of some basic operations.
Instructions:
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

6.
7.

Study this assignment from beginning to end.
Read the material listed in the references.
Write out the answers to the questions and turn them
in to the instructor for evaluation and correction.
Participate in the class discussion.
Secure stock from the instructor.
Begin work on your project.
Pay close attention to oral imd written instructions
for best results.

Specifications:
This project is to be made of' }" clear plastic supplied
Your project may be d;>red a. color of
y9ur choice. You may choose the design shovm, modify
it or design one more suitable to your taste. All new
designs and modifications must be approved by the
instructor.
b;,- the instructor.

1 pc •.:lll x
1 pc. :fu
x
4
1 pc.
x

i"

1.
2.
).

x 6-3/4 11 clear plastic
x 6 11
clear plastic
x 6 11
clear plastic

Joining two pieces of plastic with cement.
Planning surface decoration.
Engraving straight-line decoration using bench rule
and scratch awl.
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5.
6.

1.
2.

;5.

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
1;5.

14.

Engraving curved-line decoration using a scratch awl.
Transfering pattern to plastic using carbon paper,
pencil, and desitn•
:;;.;ake out work report sheet.

Secure stock from instructor.
To make the base.
A. Lay off measurements for base using bench rule
and pencil.
B. l'!ith back saw, cut out base.
c. Square cdses to surface using block plane.
D. Smooth edges with sandpaper.
E. Remove paper from base.
F. Polish base using motor-driven buffer.
To make the front piece.
A. Lay off measurements for the front piece using
bench rule and pencil.
B. Uith back saw, cut out piece.
c. Square edges to surface with block plane.
D. Layout 3/4 11 radii using compass.
E. Cut out radii with coping saw.
F. Square edges of radii using a flat file.
G. Smooth edges with sandpaper.
H. Remove paper fro~1 piece.
I. Polish front piece using motor-driven buffer.
Tc tr:ake the back piece.
A. Lay off measurements using bench rule and pencil.
B. Cut out piece using back saw.
C. Square edr;es to surface using block plane.
D. Layout 3/4 11 radii using compass.
E. Cut out radii using coping saw.
F. Square edges of rudii with a flat file.
G. Smooth edges with sandpaper.
H. Remove paper from plastic.
I. Polish back piece using motor-driven buffer.
Have instructor check work.
Choose desired surface decoration.
Dye all pieces desired color.
Transfer desired decoration to pieces.
\Jith bench rule and scratch awl, perform decoration
on pieces.
Layout locations for cementing.
Cement back piece to base.
Cement front piece to base.
Have instructor check work.
Hake necessary corrections.
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16.

1.
2.
).

4.

r.
II.
III.

Hake out work report sheet.
'l'urn in project and work report sheet to instructor
:for evaluation.

Does the surface decoration blend with the style and
color of your project?
Are the radii uniform?
Does the front end back piece fit finnly to the base?
Are there any scratches on your project?

Straight-line
Harking gaur;e
Scratch awl and bench rule
CJurved-line
A. Scratch awl
B. Dividers
Power tools
A. P'"JrO pencil
B. Vibratinr; tool
c. F.otary tool

A.
B.

Questions:
1.
2.
).

4.

\!here should surface decoration be done?
What type of decoration can we do with a marking e;auce?
~1hen using sandpaper for surface decoration, should
the scratches run in uore than one direction?
What is a pyro pencil?

Newkirk, Louis V., Hewitt, Coleman, Zutter, Lavada.·
Adventures Hith Plastics. Clrl.cagos D. c. Heath and Company,

1947.

pp. 42-'47.

·--

Cherry, Raymond. General ?la.sties. Bloomington, !11.s
McKnight & McK.Ylir_;ht;-1948 •. _pp. 2,?-24.

-57Laboratory Assignment ~ii 6
Junior High School Plastics
(For Pupil's Use)
InlayiE.£

Uni~

objective:
To fUrther the student's knowledge and skill concerning
surface decoration by introducing the process of inlaying.

1.
2.
,3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

Study this assignment.
Read the material listed in the references.
Write out the answers to the questions and turn them
in to the instructor for evaluation and correction.
Create a desisn for a pendant.
Make out bill of material,
Secure stock from instructor.
Begin work on your project. Ask the instructor for
help when you can no longer proceed •

.§E_~cif~~~!:~~:

This project is to be made of ~" clear plastic with a
1/16 11 colored inlay. You are to desien a pendant which
will be suitable for receivine an inlay.

To be made by the student,

1.
2.
,3.

4.
5,

Designing a project.
Using the squares method to make a drawing.
Placing an inlay on a plastic object.
Working with colored plastic.
Joining two pieces of plastic by heating.
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1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

9.

10.
11.

12.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

19.
20.
21.

22.

23.
24.

25.
26.

27.
2(».

29.

1.

2.

3.
4.

Design project on lined sheet provided by instructor.
Have design approved by instructor.
Secure stodc from instructor.
C'ut out desi0-ned pattern with scissors.
Place pattern on clear plastic and draw outline oi'
object.
With a coping saw, cut out pattern.
Square all ed(;es with a flat file.
Smooth all edges with sandpaper.
Layout location of hole for chain.
Drill hole using drill press and twist drill bit.
Remove paper from plastic,
Polish object using motor-driven buffer.
Transfer pattern of inlay on colored plastic with pencil.
G'Ut out pattern using a coping saw.
Square ed.:;es using a i'lat file.
Bevel the edr-es
of the inlav
1/16 11 ,
w
"
&looth edges with sandpaper.
Remove paper from inlay.
Polish inlay on motor-driven buffer.
Have instructor check work.
Heat clear plastic to a te1•1perature oi' 2500 Ii'•
in an oven.
Place inlay on clear plastic (wide part of inlay aeainst
clear plastic) between two metal plates and lock up in
woodworker 1 s vise.
Allow project to cool.
Have instructor check work.
Polish project on notor-driven buffer.
Apply thin coat of paste wax.
Place chain in drilled ho le.
r.;ake out. work report sheet.
Turn in project and work report sheet to instructor
for evaluation.

Does the inlay fit snugly to the clear plastic?
Is the inlay located properly on your project?
Is the project smooth?
Do you think you could have done a better job
designin~ this project?

I.
II.

III.

Definition of an inlay
Opera.tion
A. Heating
B. ?lace1:.!ent
C. Pressing
D. Anchoring
Decalco1;mnia transfer
A. Front

B.

1.
2.
).

4.

Dack

What is an inlay?
At what temperature should the clear plastic be
heated for an inlay?
Why do we place a sheet of rietal on each side of the
object when we lock it up in a vise?
On which side of the 11lastic ca."1 \ve place the decal
transfer?

References:

Newkirk, Louis V., Hewitt, Coleman, Zutter, Lavada.
Adventures With Plastics. Chica[o: D. C. Heath and Company,
~--·-·--r:i9~7.
PP• ~7-51.
Cherry, R11.ymond. General Plastics. Bloomington, Ill.:
McKnight & l-~cKnight;-·1948.-pp-;24-25.

